Bmw g650x for sale

Discussion in ' Bike Parts and Accessories ' started by snooker , Dec 5, Log in or Join.
Adventure Rider. Different payment options may limit your payment protection 2 Use a payment
service like PayPal that has purchase protection. Read the rules! Click to watch the YouTube
Video. Tags: gx gxchallenge gxcountry xchallenge xcountry. Might as well fix up your ride since
you are stuck at home this winter anyhow! All parts will ship from northern Colorado. However I
have sold enough of the items I think I am ready to entertain overseas shipping on a case by
case basis - so PM me with your interest. My X was in an accident, the front forks and front
wheel were destroyed. However, some of the items for sale were not on the bike during the
crash, as noted below. It has always been stored out of the sun, even since totaled it has been
covered and protected from the elements. The terms are presented here in detail so please read
first Who gets the part? My intention was to give preference to those that have contributed a lot
to the GX community over the last 12 years, but I am unable to delay a willing buyer to see who
else wants it. Don't bother posting "PM Sent" it won't help as you have no idea what PM's I am
getting in what order so, and it is just clutter. In your PM title, include the Item number for what
you want. Put the Item numbers in the Conversation Title please. If things don't sell I can always
lower the price later so check back. At least for the first week, don't ask for a better price!
Payment and Shipping: - Buyer pays shipping, I will estimate a fair price. Multiple items will be
grouped into one shipment to save money. I would prefer to ship to US only but ask me about
international shipping I'll consider it. Then PM me your PayPal email address. You must pay
immediately 2 hours max , I cannot hold items with a line of others waiting, sorry. This is why
you cannot give me a different address, to comply with PayPal terms. These parts are all AS IS
and there are no returns. However I will make exceptions on some items if agreed to up front e.
In those cases I will refund parts costs and we will agree up front on any partial shipping refund.
Ask for more pictures up front if you are not sure you want it. Ultimately it is your choice to buy
used parts and I am not liable; I make no claims for the safety of the parts. As I have said before,
know that I will keep this website up and running to help you all maintain your bike, at my
expense. This is a summary of all parts for sale, with Item number, Price and Description. So
don't ask, it will be accurate! For every item in this summary list, scroll down as there will be an
additional post later where I will show pictures and details. Pay promptly or forfeit sale. Tubing,
2 bolts, spacers. Acerbis gas caps: plain scraped and locking new in package. Keyless Bombproof sealed retrofit kit by tbarstow. Does not leak air - needed for XTank proper flow.
Priority to Xtank buyer. With bolts. Pair - Both left and right. Never crashed. Low hours on left.
Right never used. Very heavy duty black powder coated steel - doubles as XTank crash
protection proven:. Bolts onto subframe with brackets. Watertight rubber gasketed cover. Some
scrapes from crash but not bent. With 3 way adjusment: Hi and Lo compression, threaded
preload. Perfect for XCountry or to slightly lower your Xchallenge. DEI exhaust heat wrap titanium. Spark arrestor screen replaced. Great shape very low hours. Complete no cables. Has
desired upgraded '09 clutch cover. Rekluse clutch installed. Contact for details. Will fit with SW
Motech crash bars. Scratched and nicked up no charge. Saved my motor twice! Heavy duty.
Scraped, dinged. Clamp onto crash bars. Complete, ready to run. Low miles. Stored away from
sunlight. Was in crash but appears fine. Priority to anyone who buys my wheels. Priority to
anyone who buys my rear wheel. Barely used. Mount to sides of subframe top. I had the plate
anodized black. May need tweaking to fit all 4 holes on subframe. Is thicker '07 not the thinner '
Never damaged. Only seat ever used. Heavy duty Touratech. Only footpeg and spring. Left side
ONLY. Billet aluminum. Huge 2. With spring and 2 lengths of setscrews for boot traction. Need
left side due to hot exhaust. Used but good. With internal support wire frame basket I made, to
keep its shape. Good condition, very lightly used, I switched to foam. Fits on BMW top rack or
pillion area. Expandable unlike new one. Zippers work but tear in top flap. New in box, unused.
Lightly used. Lightly used few nicks. Never had any issues before crash. Not tested but will
refund if DOA. I bought it used, only used the idle actuator from it. Low hours. Fits and works
pretty well. At least it is bendy steel! I stored tire tubes and tools for extended trips. Fits
Xcountry dunno about XCh. NO BMW parts included - buy separately. Works ok. Seriously
works. Screw clamp. Adjustable hydraulic preload big knob controls it is blown out. Priced
each. Improved to move spring away from hitting your boot. Bigger plate footprint for soft
surfaces. Optionally intall 1 or even 2 hockey pucks for different shock lengths. Priority to
shock buyer. Includes springs. Used but good shape. Get Woody's to build you a badass Excel
wheel. I have many many parts not listed so PM me. If you buy this, you will need to make sure
your main fuel tank does not leak any air around the gas cap, which it typically does where the
key slot it. Otherwise the vacuum is lost and it will not draw from the XTank properly. I have a
modified gas cap for sale that does not leak any air, via a retrofit kit made by tbarstow. You
should buy it as well and the XTank buyer has priority if possible. You should also consider my
custom toolbox that is thick steel and mounts in front of the XTank and acts as a protection to

the XTank in case of a crash. It worked and saved my XTank. Priority to Xtank buyer if possible.
Item 3 : BMW rear passenger footrests, complete. These will fit any aluminum XC subframe and
did not come on the XChallenge, so if you want to ride a passenger or use them to attach the
straps on your Mosko Moto or other soft luggage, these are very rare! You can powdercoat it
again or paint it up and the toolbox looks sweet:. ADV Sponsors. Threaded collar adjustment for
Preload. This is NOT the cheaper emulsion shock with no rez, no compression adjusters. Built
in the legendary suspension region of the Netherlands, Yacugar shocks are essentially the
customizable side of Hyperpro using Hyperpro components more later. The reservoir mounts
on a plate using the 2 rear passenger peg bolts so it is below and parallel to the exhaust pipe.
Some other brands mount below the fender where the rear wheel can throw rocks at it - yikes! It
is the best single improvement I've made to the bike BY FAR, and is a pure joy off road to ride to
the bike's full potential! I feel it would be perfect for either XCountry or XChallenge riders and
you won't need a ladder to climb up to the seat like for an Ohlins :. Read on I specified the
stroke and mounting length specs to get a perfect shock for the X, a balance of plush off-road
ride vs. My custom spec'd Yacugar has 15, miles on it and I've never had a single problem with
it. I set it up once and then never thought about it again. However, in the crash, the bottom
eyelet mount broke. This is a removable cast aluminum part that is threaded into the shock
body - different bikes need different types of bottom mounts so it just threads right in. Being
cast aluminum the eyelet is a sacrificial item to break so I think maybe they design it this way
actually. There is no way it affected the hardened steel rod in the shock or the rigid shock body
I'm told. Makes sense. When it comes in a couple of weeks I can ship the entire assembly to you
in the fancy hard plastic and foam shipping container I received the shock in originally. In my
pictures, do not be alarmed about the wrapped hose! It looks a little clunky like it had a leak and
I repaired it but that is not the case. It was just insurance that I added for heat protection.
Because of the poor airflow behind the engine, surrounded by the fuel tank, and proximity to the
exhaust pipe, I decided to add some extra heat and rub protection so I wrapped the reservoir
steel braided hose with Thermo Tec insulated sleeving and then wrapped it with hi temperature
silicone fusing Rescue Tape. It's a good thing - I would leave it on. I have no concern jumping
the bike over a water bar while fully loaded with luggage and both wheels off the ground
although I don't remember getting to do this more than twice - so long ago, sadly! I chose a
progressive spring to have both a soft ride around town yet still handle a luggage loaded bike
for serious off-road in Colorado, Utah, Mexico or wherever! This is summarized in the table
below, which shows 3 columns of measurements for the Wheel Travel, Stroke of shock itself,
and overall eye-to-eye mounting Length of shock itself. Guys who bought the Ohlins BM for the
XChallenge had a major seat height increase because it's wheel travel is a whopping mm and
seat height Are we racers?? If you want a linear rate or non-purple spring instead, then Yacugar
allows that flexibility for suspension shops like Beemerworks basically. When I got my Yacugar
from Ted to replace my Wilbers he just started to carry Yacugar but not Hyperpro and he wanted
me to try it. We decided a progressive spring would be best for my application. Indeed it solved
my bottoming problem when loaded up on an off road adventure trip, yet softer during around
town with no luggage, plus it would be suitable for a wider range of rider weights I weighed lbs
plus gear. The stock BMW can is a thermo nuclear reactor, this one is not and sounds so sweet!
Well used hey it toured Baja 3 times! It was not damaged at all in the crash it should work fine. I
will include the connector exhaust pipe in the front of it that has the titanium color heat wrap on
it as well as the Leo heat shields. I put black Permatex gasket maker over 2 of the Leo heat
shield screw heads as my bare legs in the summer would touch the hot screw heats and this
insulates them. Yes I rode around town in shorts, including during my crash! Item 7 : BMW
original muffler. No rattles, no issues almost like new. I didn't dig it out of my attic to take a
picture of it recently but it will look just like when I took it off in to mount my Leo. It has miles on
it. Here is a picture of what it looked like then, vs the Leo:. Item 8 : Engine. Also has a Rekluse
clutch installed. Changed oil every miles. This item will be difficult to ship of course. I have not
removed it from the frame until someone has an interest. The only thing I know wrong with it is
was beginning to have the classic water pump shaft leak. The only difficulty to fix that is that
you must disassemble so much around the swingarm area that it is hard to access but
obviously this is not a problem when you have the motor out of the frame! I have cut all the
cables attached to the motor rather than removing them, so attachment parts are lost. I
inspected it carefully and due to my front SW Motech engine guards and Scheff skid plate and
the angle of the accident front mainly , I do not think there is any damage to the engine itself.
However I do not have the electronics intact so I have not run the engine since the accident. I
will be fair, as always. You know me. I expect we may need to correspond more to answer any
questions and figure out shipping. However, if you have a bent shift shaft, this engine is a
perfect option for you. Especially if you live anywhere close to Colorado and can pick it up from

me. The Rekluse clutch has saved my ass more than once see me going up the infamous
Elephant Hill in Utah Canyonlands, I would have stalled the motor if not for the Rekluse. Saved
the motor perhaps during this crash and for sure the lower oil lines back in during the swingarm
incident! But before my accident my bike has only been on its side twice in its life, and both
were low speed tipovers or front wheel sand washouts. So the nick and scrapes are mainly the
front wheel throwing up rocks and it did its job. Saved my engine in my crash probably. That
V-shaped bend in the front crossbar by the radiator is original by design and not bent. Here is a
pic of it when newer:. Item 11 : Black Rivco highway pegs. Priority goes to whoever sells crash
bars if possible. Hard to find these black ones with a the right size clamping mounts! The X is
not a stretched out Harley so really I used these for long highway stretches and rested the back
of the heel of my boots onto them. It's not like you can push the soles of your boots on them
and mash on them. But they really helped get a new rider position for your muscles while
slabbing it! I rode 10 hours straight one day from San Carlos, Mexico to the US border to get
back for the Baja race in time since the Sea of Cortez was too rough for the ferry to run all week!
Some older pics of them mounted:. I had to open his shipping envelope to take a picture even!
Item 13 : Barkbusters handguards with plastic protectors, bar end weights. Hell they survived
my head on when my forks were ripped off completely and my windshield as well. So I'd say
they work. I had to do a lot of grinding to get the mounts to fit our tapered bars originally, so
saved you some time. Includes little black plastic removable shields that increase the height of
the plastic guards, for winter or rain or whenever. Here's an older pic showing the fitment and
the plastic top extension pieces:. Complete, ready to run, with rotor and ABS ring and bolts may
be removed for shipping. Price does not include chain, sprocket, right side sprocket cush drive
mount, or cush drive rubber - if you want these you have priority and I'll set up a special sale
and price for you. These go between the wheel bearings and the forks or swingarm. Same shape
as OEM but last longer. These have about 25, miles on them. Last time I looked they were fine
but I'll let you know if they are somehow really worn. No picture as the wheels are not
disassembled, but the BMW aluminum ones don't last for crap and these are a must. One wheel
takes 2 and the other takes 1. Scheff does not have his website up and save shipping from
Germany which is crazy now! This item will be delayed to wait and see if the wheel sells first!
Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Make BMW.
Just In Well set up GX Challenge Ohlins rear shock, Leo Vince exhaust, Wolfman tank bag, Aux
fuel tank, Acerbis hand guards, skid plate, one owner, dealer serviced Got dirt in your blood?
Dreaming of whoops, ruts, sand washes and gnarly singletrack? Want an off-road bike that can
slalom around trees roots, and rocks without getting hung up? Then the rippin' G Xchallenge is
your ride. Boasting a 53 bhp single cylinder engine with plenty of pulling power, this is an
enduro that's lightweight in terms of heft, but certainly not in its ability. With the same air
damping rear suspension as the HP2 Enduro you'll thrash over just about anything, even the
tightest trails on that dual sport ride out in the woods. Front mudguards, an asymmetric
headlight, a cast aluminum rear swing arm, and a lightweight wave design front brake disc
complete the package. The new G Xchallenge - a single cylinder enduro that can't wait to tear it
up. We have been in business since , and we are a locally owned and operated business. We
sincerely appreciate the opportunity to earn your business. Please call us for more information.
Credit cards are accepted with applicable service fee. Sale prices change monthly so call the
store for current pricing. To this single-cylinder bike by BMW Motorrad, asphalt is almost an
insult: mm of spring travel, a genuine 53 horsepower, a superb frame, contemporary geometry
specs and nothing to get in the way of a ride through the mud. EngineType Liquid-cooled
single-cylinderBore x Stroke Model GX Challenge. Just image adding all the cool accessories
TT has in the catalogue for the GX and add in some Hepco Becker as well and you have this GX
with 13, miles and in wonderful condition! I can send more photos. Wheels are like new!
Plastics, front shrouds and rear fender have a few small scuffs. Overall awesome bike! Always
stored indoors and on Battery Tender! Model G X Challenge. This hard to find 2 year low
production number GX is fast becoming a standard turn to machine for off road enthusiasts that
also want to enjoy the long term durability of the BMW brand. It was serviced here for the last
few years before the owner was forced to sell it so he could focus on other parts of his life. Our
Master Detailer even spent a few extra hours removing, repainting and reinstalling a few small
items he felt had a little more environmental exposure than the majority of the bike did. We were
very impressed with the extra effort and are sure you will be too. Hey all you GX Challenge
shoppers out there Ohlins rear shock, Leo Vince exhaust, Recluse clutch, 2. It make the ride
MUCH better. There was a noticeable improvement. Probably the best upgrade for this bike. The
electronic fuel injection is nice to have. No more fiddling with carburetor motors. It just goesIt
was recently inspected and everything gone over within the last 1k miles. I did it when I had my
mechanic change the tires to knobby. I was going to go ride dirt, but never got to it. Another

reason I am selling it. No time to play. So here is the short list. I will throw in some extras for the
right price. Set for lbs rider. Aftermarket pipe but have the stocker still. Around 13k miles. Pink
in hand ready to roll. Bike is in nice shape. I used it on back roads and woods roads. Selling it
because I recently bought a GX off road bike. My riding buddies have changed from dual sport
riding to more off road riding. Bike was a factory BMW program bike. It had miles on it. Since
the bike had never been registered, I am listed as the original owner. Bike is paid for and I have
a clean Massachusetts title. I have owners manual and repair CD. Always used BMW oil and
filters. Bike has always been stored inside. Charcoal canister has been removed and is included
with sale. Runs well and is tight. No shipping. I am selling my very clean and low easy miles
BMW X-Challenge, I am selling it as I am getting into more technical off road riding and I do not
get to use the X for that. I know I will regret selling it. I bought it from a senior rider that had it
parked on his garage for long time and finally serviced and sold it. It had about miles, now This
bike is in very good condition, air suspension works great, awesome power, reliable and easy to
maintain. No ABS. The bike has a small scratch on right plastic panel and on handle guards. I
do have the left mirror i removed it. I am also including:Original exhaust,14 teeth sprocket,Low
seat -2 inches ,Passenger Pegs not installed. Clean California title on hand and registration is
good until July Model G Xchallenge. Heated grips! Great enduro machine! The Xchallenge is by
far a more off-road worthy machine. Extra suspension travel, higher seat height and a more
aggressive riding position are all features you can expect with the Hard Enduro. Utilizing a
balancer shaft to negate the notorious shiver, the 4-valve mill is good for a claimed 53
horsepower and 44 lb-ft of torque. This is the bike for you! BMW Financing available oac-trades
needed-call for details, It has only been ridden in neighborhoods, no off-road what so ever. This
is a rare find with this mileage and condition, truly a one of a kind. The X Challenge has a 53bph
single-cylinder engine and air damping rear suspension, along with many other features. This is
a beautiful bike in as close to new condition as you will find. Hollywood, FL. Huntington Beach,
CA. Gresham, OR. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice, ND. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Louis, Missouri. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make BMW ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make BMW. Just In Well set up GX Challenge
Ohlins rear shock, Leo Vince exhaust, Wolfman tank bag, Aux fuel tank, Acerbis hand guards,
skid plate, one owner, dealer serviced Model Gx Moto. Got dirt in your blood? Dreaming of
whoops, ruts, sand washes and gnarly singletrack? Want an off-road bike that can slalom
around trees roots, and rocks without getting hung up? Then the rippin' G Xchallenge is your
ride. Boasting a 53 bhp single cylinder engine with plenty of pulling power, this is an enduro
that's lightweight in terms of heft, but certainly not in its ability. With the same air damping rear
suspension as the HP2 Enduro you'll thrash over just about anything, even the tightest trails on
that dual sport ride out in the woods. Front mudguards, an asymmetric headlight, a cast
aluminum rear swing arm, and a lightweight wave design front brake disc complete the
package. The new G Xchallenge - a single cylinder enduro that can't wait to tear it up. We have
been in business since , and we are a locally owned and operated business. We sincerely
appreciate the opportunity to earn your business. Please call us for more information. Credit
cards are accepted with applicable service fee. Sale prices change monthly so call the store for
current pricing. To this single-cylinder bike by BMW Motorrad, asphalt is almost an insult: mm
of spring travel, a genuine 53 horsepower, a superb frame, contemporary geometry specs and
nothing to get in the way of a ride through the mud. EngineType Liquid-cooled
single-cylinderBore x Stroke It make the ride MUCH better. There was a noticeable
improvement. Probably the best upgrade for this bike. The electronic fuel injection is nice to
have. No more fiddling with carburetor motors. It just goesIt was recently inspected and
everything gone over within the last 1k miles. I did it when I had my mechanic change the tires
to knobby. I was going to go ride dirt, but never got to it. Another reason I am selling it. No time
to play. So here is the short list. I will throw in some extras for the right price. Set for lbs rider.
Aftermarket pipe but have the stocker still. Around 13k miles. Pink in hand ready to roll. Model
G X Challenge. Model GX Challenge. Just image adding all the cool accessories TT has in the
catalogue for the GX and add in some Hepco Becker as well and you have this GX with 13, miles
and in wonderful condition! I can send more photos. Wheels are like new! Plastics, front
shrouds and rear fender have a few small scuffs. Overall awesome bike! Always stored indoors
and on Battery Tender! Hey all you GX Challenge shoppers out there Ohlins rear shock, Leo
Vince exhaust, Recluse clutch, 2. This bikes comes with only 3K Miles. This bike comes with all
standard options for this year and model. This bikes has been purchased from insurance
company therefore comes with salvage title. It is registrable in all states. Please check with your
local DMV procedures of how to register it. This bike comes with the following damages such
as; Evaporator canister has a broken hose, left fairing has scratches, upper rear fairing has 2

cracks, license plate light is missing and it looks a bit crooked. Other than that this bike appears
to be in good used condition. I bought this bike the way its pictured and I didn't mess with it
therefore I am passing along this beautiful bike to the next owner. This bike starts and rides the
way it suppose to ABS light does not go off therefore I do not know if it works or not. Gears
shift as it suppose to, great bike and not much to fix it back to its original glory. If a buyer
cannot come and pick up this bike I can assist to arrange shipping but it is buyers responsibility
not mine. Any questions please email. Model G I am the 2nd owner who bought it from a friend.
Both of us rarely rode the bike and the mileage reflects that. The tank was repainted a dark gray
to give it some color contrast. An aftermarket exhaust was added to make it a bit louder mostly
to make it easier to hear the bike when riding. Because it stays in storage most of the time, it
takes a few starts to keep it running. Once going, it rides beautifully. This hard to find 2 year low
production number GX is fast becoming a standard turn to machine for off road enthusiasts that
also want to enjoy the lo
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ng term durability of the BMW brand. It was serviced here for the last few years before the
owner was forced to sell it so he could focus on other parts of his life. Our Master Detailer even
spent a few extra hours removing, repainting and reinstalling a few small items he felt had a
little more environmental exposure than the majority of the bike did. We were very impressed
with the extra effort and are sure you will be too. Excellent condition with miles. Clear Texas
title. I'm out of space in my garage and need the room May consider interesting trades or make
offer! If ad is here, it's still for sale. Grants Pass, OR. Davis, CA. Coconut Creek, FL. Dix Hills,
NY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alamo, CA. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Bmw Gx. Louis, Missouri. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

